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Book on Tapeworm
Book on Tapeworm is a chamber pop trio born and raised in the loving arms of Provo, Utah’s 
surprisingly fertile music scene. Their sound combines the ebb and flow of cinematic arrangements 
with lyrical narratives—both familiar and fantastical—that create a soundtrack for the day to day.
 facebook.com/bookontapeworm

An Rogaire Dubh 
An Rogaire Dubh is Utah’s premier traditional Irish music performance group. The band was founded 
by Joe Perry and features traditional Irish music, storytelling, and the fast feet of champion Irish 
dancers.  isrishinutah.com or facebook.com/anrogairedubh

Crazy Coyotes
Crazy Coyotes features a mix of country and old western music, tight harmonies, and fun instrumentals. 
Vocalist/guitarist Doug Pope sings the songs of the old west while accompanied by Larry and Robyn 
on guitar and bass. This group plays regularly in the intermountain west at corporate gatherings, chuck 
wagons, and restaurants. Crazy Coyotes is sure to please!

Another Brothers
Another Brothers is an exploration of the brother duet tradition featuring tight vocal harmonies and 
solid picking from Jack Dwyer (mandolin, guitar) & Nathan Royal (guitar) as they perform new and 
classic material from the canon of American roots music.

Joshua Creek
With their unique brand of lyrical storytelling, Americana-style music, and three-part harmonies, 
Joshua Creek has released six studio albums and one live DVD with reviewers often describing Jeff 
Hinton’s lead vocals as a cross between John Denver and James Taylor. One DJ aptly described 
Joshua Creek as “like listening to a Norman Rockwell painting.” joshuacreekmusic.com

Libbie Linton
Libbie Linton is a singer-songwriter based out of Salt Lake City and is one half of the indie-pop band 
Mideau. With a penchant for unique phrasing and literate songs, Linton’s most memorable quality is 
her unmistakable ability to sing only like she means every word.

Great Basin Street Band 
For over 20 years, the Great Basin Street Band has brought the exciting sounds of New Orleans’ Basin 
Street to the Great Basin. They have played numerous music and arts festival events in Utah including 
the Utah Arts Festival, the Salt Lake Jazz Festival, and the Park City Jazz Festival. The Band has also 
played the Sun Valley Swing n’ Dixie Jamboree, and on two occasions, the Umbria Jazz Festival in Italy.

Spencer Rainer
Utah County native Spencer Rainer (Drauszen) is a solo, multi-instrumentalist & multigenre
musician, and abstract-visual artist. The Nyckelharpa (Swedish key-harp) is his main instrument used 
for live performances. Spencer, who is self-taught, has played the Nyckelharpa since January 2003. 
 drauszen.wix.com/szvu

Kate MacLeod Band
Songwriter and fiddler Kate MacLeod will be performing original music inspired by the Utah region— 
songs about pioneers, fruit orchards in the desert, and red rocks. An award-winning musician, 
Kate’s music has been recorded and performed by other artists from California to eastern Europe. 
 katemacleod.com

Thomas Cordner Memorial Pipe Band
Under the direction of Pipe Major Joseph Perry and named after the first person to live year-round 
in the Provo Bench area now known as Orem, the Thomas Cordner Memorial Pipe Band features the 
stirring sound of the highland bagpipes. The band performs for college graduations, parades, 
weddings, and special events for the United States Army.  bagpipesinutah.com

Otter Creek
With 10 instruments between them and 53 strings to tune, Otter Creek performs “songs that appeal to 
the heart and mind as well as the ear.” (Greg Harness, Rootsworld Magazine). In 2012, they had back-
to-back hit albums on the folk charts and have won multiple awards for their virtuosic instrumentals, 
adept songwriting, and visionary arrangements of traditional and original tunes.  
 ottercreekduo.com

The Soulistics
The Soulistics are Utah’s premier dance and party band. With over twenty years of experience, The 
Soulistics are one of the most sought after bands in the inter-mountain west. From the best in classic 
soul, to today’s Top 40, you won’t want to miss Utah’s very own—The Soulistics!  
 thesoulistics.com

Wasatch Revival
Wasatch Revival believes in the power of music—it’s power to connect us, soften us, and inspire us. We seek 
to highlight all that is good in the world through music—wherever and in whatever form it may be.  Yes, we’re 
from Utah, and we’re Mormon, but our music is decidedly non-denominational. If you love good, Christian 
music—heck, if you love music in general, give us a chance. We think you’ll be pleasantly surprised.

Briana McCurdy-Parker
Briana has been a singer-songwriter since age 14, playing the piano since age 6, and singing for as 
long as she can remember. She graduated in media music at BYU in 2010 with an emphasis in voice 
and released an album the following year titled “Passing by Love.” Music has always been her passion 
and she continues to develop the craft of songwriting.

Francesca Lawson
Francesca has performed classical harp throughout the greater New York and Los Angeles areas, 
and has become involved in Celtic music over the past twenty years. She regularly performs in the 
Celtic duo Skyedance Utah with Paul Mitchell on dulcimer and Irish whistle. Paul and Francesca have 
recorded two CDs: Galway Shawl and Moonrise.
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